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Introduction

1.1 Overview
Analyser is a powerful software environment that provides the user with complete functionality to communicate with and
monitor any vehicle or module. The software features include diagnostic scanning - emissions related and extended
diagnostics (UDS), CAN and LIN analyser, graphics and data analysis, user customisable messages, scripting and customisable
module specific databases. Module Analyser has been specifically developed to be capable of catering to the requirements of
all users from dealers and enthusiasts to universities and engineers of all levels and requirements.
This unique software environment combines a user-friendly graphical interface with an intuitive layout and robust and
powerful online communications to in-vehicle networks to provide a complete module analysis environment.














CAN and LIN Bus support, including .DBC and .LDF file formats to allow detailed monitoring of signals and
incorporated data.
Support for all common Diagnostic Protocols including ISO 14229 and ISO 15765.
J2534 ‘Pass Thru’ Protocol support.
Full Diagnostics package including OBDII, EOBD and Extended Diagnostics functionality, providing self-configuring
tools and customisable databases for rapid application to a large variety of modules.
Support for all common database description files - .ODX/.MDX/.GDX and .A2L and .XML
Powerful graphical data visualisation includes multiple display formats, such as a multi-trace oscilloscope and allows
real-time or recorded data to be analysed with data import and export facilities.
Message Constructor makes user defined message transmission simple and effective with automatic result
collection and complex message options. Pre-constructed message library for a number of common applications
and tasks.
Trace Viewer powerful CAN and LIN bus analyser allows multiple message traffic streams to be monitored, filtered
and recorded simultaneously.
Signal monitoring tool allows the automatic or manual specification of individual messages and the interpretation of
the contained data with full graphical representation ability.
Complete central configuration management system allows detailed control of tool databases and specific module
settings for rapid interchange of modules and no down time.
Flexible software provides support for all common interface hardware devices.
Complete module reprogramming suite for VID block retrieval and complete module flashing.

1.2 Analyser Functionality























Connecting to a Module
Performing an OBD Report
Reading Emissions Related DTCs (Modes 0x03, 0x04, 0x07, 0x0A and 0x02)
Monitoring CAN Data
Monitoring Powertrain Data (Mode 0x01)
Retrieving Freeze Frame Data (Mode 0x02)
Retrieving Test Results for Non-Continuously Monitored Systems (Mode 0x06)
Reading Vehicle Information (Mode 0x09)
Reading Data by Identifier (Mode 0x22)
Reading Memory by Address (Mode 0x23)
Fast Data Acquisition (Modes 0x2C, 0x2A and 0x22)
Writing Data by Identifier (Modes 0x2E and 0x22)
Routine Control (Mode 0x31)
Data Visualisation—Oscilloscope, Dial and LED
CAN and LIN Signals
CAN and LIN Bus Message Traffic Analysis
Custom Message Construction and Execution
ECU Reprogramming
ECU Security Access
User Screens
History
Reports

1.3 License Agreement
NOTICE TO ALL USERS: CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING LEGAL AGREEMENT ("AGREEMENT"), FOR THE LICENCE OF
SPECIFIED SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE") PRODUCED BY INFLUX TECHNOLOGY LTD ("INFLUX"). BY CLICKING THE ACCEPT
BUTTON OR INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE, YOU (EITHER AN INDIVIDUAL OR A SINGLE ENTITY) CONSENT TO BE BOUND BY AND
BECOME A PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, CLICK THE
BUTTON THAT INDICATES THAT YOU DO NOT ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND DO NOT INSTALL THE
SOFTWARE.
1. Influx grants the right to use the 'Influx Software' by means of a software licence. Influx retains title to the 'Influx Software'
software. For the purposes of this agreement, Influx and the authors are considered to be one and the same.
2. `Use' means loading the 'Influx Software' into RAM, or installation on a hard disk or floppy disk or any other storage
device.
3. Ownership of the 'Influx Software'. As the licencee, you own the magnetic or other physical media on which the 'Influx
Software' is originally or subsequently recorded or fixed, but an express condition of this licence is that Influx retains title and
ownership of the 'Influx Software' recorded on the original disk copy(ies) and all subsequent copies of the 'Influx Software',
regardless of the form or media in or on which the original and other copies may exist. This license is not a sale of the original
software or any copy.
4. COPYRIGHT of the 'Influx Software' belongs to Influx and is protected by the relevant copyright laws. All rights reserved.
5. You may not alter or remove this notice of copyright and conditions of use from the 'Influx Software'.
6. You may not modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or create derivative or written works
based on the 'Influx Software'. You may not modify, adapt, translate or create derivative or written works based on the
written materials without the prior written consent of Influx.
7. Transfer restrictions. This software is licensed only to you, the licencee, and may not be transferred to an individual or
company without the prior written consent of Influx. Where permission is so given, all copies of the 'Influx Software'
including security unlock codes, back-up copies and documentation must also be transferred. Any authorized transferee of
the 'Influx Software’ shall be bound by the terms and conditions of this licence and limited warranty. In no event may you
transfer, assign, rent, lease, sell or otherwise dispose of the 'Influx Software' on a temporary or permanent basis except as
expressly provided herein.
8. The 'Influx Software' may be physically transferred to another single computer along with the security unlock codes by
using the utility routines provided. NO copies of the 'Influx Software' (other than those additional copies purchased as part of
a site license or network agreement) may be used on more than one computer at one time.
9. Termination. This licence is effective until terminated. The licence will terminate automatically without notice from Influx
if you fail to comply with any provision of this license. Upon termination you shall destroy the written materials and all copies
of the 'Influx Software', including modified copies, if any.
10. Update policy. Influx creates from time to time updated versions of the 'Influx Software’. At its option, Influx will make
such updates available to licencee and transferees who have paid the update fee (where appropriate) and registered the
'Influx Software' with Influx or its agents.
11. So long as you comply with the Influx licence agreement, the 'Influx Software' may be accessed by any convenient
method.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
12. The information contained in the 'Influx Software' has been compiled from tests and measurements made on a small
sample of vehicles with the appropriate mechanical and electronic systems, and information contained in manuals produced
by vehicle and electronic system manufacturers. Although all reasonable care has been taken in ensuring accuracy of the
information contained in the 'Influx Software', neither the authors, or Influx, or Influx's agents may be held responsible for
incorrect or inaccurate information, or incorrect descriptions of test procedures.
13. LIMITED WARRANTY: Influx warranties that the media on which the 'Influx Software' is supplied will be free from defects
in materials or workmanship under normal use and service for a period of 30 days from the date of receipt.
14. Influx disclaims all other warranties either express or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with respect to the 'Influx Software', any accompanying documentation
and any accompanying hardware. The 'Influx Software' is used at your own risk.
15. In no event shall Influx, its authors nor anyone involved in the creation, production, sale or delivery of this product be
liable for any damages whatsoever (including without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption,
loss of business information, or other pecuniary loss) arriving out of the use of or inability to use this Influx product, even if
Influx has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
16. By the act of using this 'Influx Software', you agree to be bound by all terms and conditions. Do not use the 'Influx
Software' otherwise.
17. If you do not agree with these conditions, you should promptly return the 'Influx Software' (including all media,
documentation and packaging) to your supplier.
18. None of the provisions affect your statutory rights. Where legislation disallows the exclusion or limitation of implied
warranties, these will not apply to you.

1.4 System Requirements
Minimum computer system requirements for effective running of DiaLog:
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10
512MB System RAM
800MHz or equivalent Processor
Influx Technology recommended minimum requirements:
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10
1GB System RAM
1GHz or equivalent

1.5 Software Versions
Analyser is available in 2 software versions supporting different levels of functionality. The features supported and their
relevant sections in this document are summarised below.
Feature

Standard

Plus

Monitoring Powertrain Diagnostic Data (Mode 0x01)





Retrieving Freeze Frame Diagnostic Data (Mode 0x02)





Reading Emissions Related Diagnostic Trouble Codes (Modes 0x03, 0x04 and 0x07)





Retrieving Test Results For Non-Continuously Monitored Systems (Mode 0x06)





Reading Vehicle Information (Mode 0x09)





Reading Diagnostic Trouble Code Data (Mode 0x18 or 0x19)





Reading Data by Identifier (Mode 0x22)





Read Memory by Address (Mode 0x23)






Fast Data Acquisition (Modes 0x2C and 0x2A)
Write Data by Identifier (Mode 0x2E)





Routine Control (Mode 0x31)





Oscilloscope





Dial Displays





LED Displays





Signals (DBC and LDF)





Trace Viewer (CAN/LIN bus analysis)





Custom User Message Constructor






Unlock ECU Tool
Reset ECU Tool





Module Reprogramming
Reports








Security File Support and Management
Program Status Message Window





OBD Debug Window





Configuration Manager





ODX/MDX/GDX File Support



CAN (DBC) and LIN (LDF) Database File Support





MATLAB (*.MAT) File Support





Vector (*.DAT) File Support





CANDo Interface Device Support





Kvaser CAN Interface Device Support





Kvaser LIN Interface Device Support



Vector Interface Device Support



Softing Interface Device Support



ETAS Interface Device Support



J2534 ‘Pass Thru’ Protocol Support
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Getting Started

2.1 Software Installation
To install Analyser follow the following steps:

Step 1
Double Click or otherwise start the Analyser Installation Application

Step 2
Click Next to confirm you wish to install the Application:

Step 3
If you accept the terms in the Licence Agreement you should click on the radio button next to I accept the terms in the
license agreement and then click the Next button to proceed with the Installation.

Step 4
You will be given an opportunity to read the release notes for the version of Module Anayser you are using, after you are
done simply click Next

Step 5
You will be asked for you User Name and Organisation for the installation. Please populate the fields and click Next.

Step 6
You will be asked confirm or change the default installation location of Analyser on the computer. Once done click Next.

Step 7
Once the Installation of Analyser has completed you can choose whether to immediately execute Analyser you checking the
Launch program check box, click Finish once you are ready.

2.2 Software Introduction
2.2.1 Graphical Overview
Analyser is accessed using either the desktop icon:

or the ‘Start Menu’ directory—’All Programs\Influx Technology’.
Once started the user is presented with the following opening screen:

The Tabs at the top of the Window allow access to the Various Tool Bars in the software and allow you to use Analyser to
perform Diagnostics and other tasks.

3

Quick Start Guide

3.1 Introduction
Analyser is a very capable tool featuring a large array of functionality providing the user a solution for virtually any diagnostic
or CAN monitoring task.
This ‘Quick Start Guide’ is intended to be an introduction for the user to the operation of the software and to performing
some of its most common and important applications. As such, this section covers a number of keys abilities of the tool.
The first step in utilising Analyser is to create a successful connection between the software and the module to be analysed.
The section then continues considering some key tasks such as retrieving Diagnostic Trouble Codes and monitoring and
displaying powertrain data from the module.
Full detail on all tasks considered and the complete functionality of the software can be found in the relevant dedicated
sections of this documentation.

3.1.1 Selecting the Interface Device
To connect to a module a suitable connection hardware device must be selected. Analyser supports a large number of
‘Interface Devices’ and this process ensures the software is set up to utilise the chosen hardware.
Note
• Aditional Drivers may need to be installed for your Hardware before it is available for
Analyser to use.

To select your chosen device follow the Steps outlined below:

STEP 1
Click on the settings Tab, then click on the Device Manager button to bring up the Device Manager.

STEP 2
Click on the Checkbox next to the Interface device you wish to use. This will expand the device and allow selection of the BUS
as well as other communication parameters such as the Baud Rate.

3.2.2 Selecting the Module Settings
Once the Interface device has been chosen the required module must be selected. This will specify the communication
protocol and settings to be used with the module to be analysed.
To select your chosen module follow the Steps outlined below:

STEP 1
Click on the settings Tab, then click on the Device Manager button to bring up the Device Manager.

STEP 2
Click on the Interface Device (in this case Influx Rebel CT/LT, Channel HS) within the ODB or J1939 configuration that you
wish to use.

STEP 3
Click on the Add Module Button

STEP 4
Select the Protocol that you wish to communicate with the Module on:

STEP 5
You can now adjust the communication parameters to match the capabilities and supported diagnostics modes of your
module (Often the Default settings will yield very good results)

STEP 5
Once any changes have been made click the Commit button to update the Configuration

3.2 Common Tasks
Analyser is an incredibly versatile and powerful package capable of a huge variety of tasks. This section is designed to get the
user operating Analyser quickly and easily.
The section considers some of the common and key tasks performed with Analyser. The first application of Analyser
considered is the reading of emissions related Diagnostic Trouble Codes; a key task enabling DTCs to be retrieved from OBDII
compliant vehicle.
The second task considers the Analyser bus analysis ability, using the software to monitor all CAN and LIN data or a user
defined selection of the transmitted traffic.
Analyser contains a number of tools designed to utilise the legislated and extended diagnostic services. Here a common
example is considered with the Powertrain Diagnostic Data service used to monitor and display the powertrain related data.
Finally, Analyser supports all common industry standard descriptions files, such as ODX/MDX, A2L and DBC file formats and
the import of these files is considered.

3.2.1 Diagnostic Trouble Codes
3.2.1.1 How to Read Diagnostic Trouble Codes
Once Configured upon opening Analyser the Scan Tool Tab automatically opens.
Analyser contains a tool which allows the user to retrieve any emissions related Diagnostic Trouble Codes stored on a vehicle
or module. This tool utilises Modes 0x03, 0x07 and 0x0A, all OBD services and as such can be applied universally to any
compliant vehicle.
To access this functionality simply follow the following steps

Step 1
On the Scan Tool Tab click the Trouble Codes button:

Step 2
The following window will be displayed.

The tool allows the retrieval of three different types of DTC using the three icons along the top of the window.

Displays any stored DTCs with confirmed status stored on the module.

Displays any stored DTCs with pending status stored on the module.

Displays any stored DTCs with permanent status stored on the module.
DTCs that are Confirmed, Pending or Permanent will be shown as follows:

For each DTC read the tool also automatically retrieves any associated Freeze Frame data from the module and displays it in
the bottom half of the Emission-related (MIL) DTCs window below the Codes List.

3.2.1.2 How to Save Read Diagnostic Trouble Codes
You may export all the Codes found to xls format using the following button.

3.3.1.3 How to Clear Diagnostic Trouble Codes
The tool also provides the facility to remove all the stored emissions related DTCs from the module memory. Simply click
Clear to clear all the DTCs

Removes all stored emissions related DTCs from the module and automatically performs the DTC read again to ensure the
clear has been successful.

3.2.1.4 How to create a trace of the Communications
The communication that took place between Analyser and the Module is also displayed in the lower right hand corner of the
application and the lower left shows the status messages that relate to the communication.

A Trace of the communications may also be saved using the Save Trace button, follow the following steps to save a trace of
the communications

Step 1
Click the Save Trace Button.

Step 2
Perform the operations that you wish to save the communications for.

Step 3
Click the Stop Saving button.

Step 4
Enter the Name and location of where you would like the trace to be saved.

3.2.2 How to Monitor CAN and LIN Data
Analyser contains a very powerful and sophisticated CAN and LIN traffic monitoring facility which with its simple and intuitive
graphical interface allows fast and accurate message traffic analysis.
To access this functionality simply follow the following steps

Step 1
On the Monitoring Tab click the Trace Viewer button.

This will bring up the Trace Viewer Window.

Step 2
The Trace may be started and stopped at any time,
Pressing the Start button will start the trace

You will see the messages broadcast on the bus displayed in the window as shown below.

Pressing the Stop button will halt the capture of the messages

There are a lot of options available for filtering the messages captured, displaying the messages in different ways to aid the
understanding of the message content, as well as the ability to display them visually on an oscilloscope, save the
communications for reference or playback later, the playback features could be used for testing or simulation tasks.

3.2.2.1 Filtering Messages
To set up filtering of the messages simply follow the following steps:

Step 1
Simply right click on the Bus that you wish to add a filter to and select Add Filter.

Step 2
Enter the Ident of the messages that you wish to filter (in the below example 0xDD), if you will like you can check the Add
Range check box and Enter a Filter ID High, in that case all the Idents between Filter ID and Filter ID High will be filtered.

Step 3
Click the filter button to activate the filter

You should now see the messages allowed by your filter

3.2.2.2 Clearing the Messages in the Trace Window
To clear the messages in the Trace window simply click Clear

3.2.2.3 Saving the Messages in the Trace Window
To save the messages in the Trace window simply follow the following steps.

Step 1
If the Trace is running click Stop button.

Step 2
If click the Save button.

Step 3
Specify the location, filename and file format you wish to save the trace in.

Analyser supports the following formats for saving the traces that are created






Influx Trace View Data
Influx Trace View Text
Influx Trace View Comma Separated Value
Vector ASCII
Trace Log

Step 4
Click Save

3.2.2.4 Loading Traces

Step 1
If click the Load button.

Step 2
Select the Trace You wish to Load.

Step 2
Select the Trace You wish to Load. Analyser supports the following formats for loading traces.






Influx Trace View Data
Influx Trace View Text
Influx Trace View Comma Separated Value
Vector ASCII
Trace Log

Step 3
Click Open.

3.2.2.5 Changing the Trace Viewer Display Mode
The Trace Viewer has 3 Display Modes You can change between them by pressing the following buttons:

The Selected Display Mode will remain active this is indicated by the Button remaining highlighted.

When in List Mode the Messages are displayed as follows:

When in Tree Mode the Messages are displayed as follows, you can drill down into the Messages from a particular Ident by
clicking the + button beside it (the no of messages displayed per Ident is configurable in the Options):

When in Extracted Mode the Messages are displayed as follows, you can drill down into the signals contained in messages
from a particular Ident by clicking the + button beside it:

3.2.2.6 Playing back a Trace
Once you have recorded a trace or loaded one from a file you are able to broadcast (play back) the messages both one at a
time or the whole trace this functionality is controlled by the following buttons:

Play, immediately starts playing the messages in the trace one after another.

Pause, pauses playback (playback will resume from the current position

Stop, Playback is stopped.

Next, the Highlighted Message will be sent and the selection bar will move to the next message.

3.2.3 How to Monitor and Display Powertrain Data
Analyser is capable of exploiting the complete functionality of all OBD and Extended Diagnostics services. To monitor
Powertrain data, the Mode 0x01 service is utilised.
To Monitor Powertrain Data via Mode 0x01 follow the following steps

Step 1
Click on 1 Live Data on the Scan Tool Tab:

The tool contains a large number of pre-loaded powertrain diagnostic ‘Data Items’, which are all listed in the Mode 1 :
Powertrain Diagnostic Data window when it is launched. However, each module will only support a subset of the data items
listed and many will not be supported by the specific module being analysed.

Step 2
Click on the Online button.

The tool is designed to automatically determine the supported items, no input from the user is required.
Initiates the tool, which will then poll the module for each individual data item, determining the unsupported items and
relocating them to the ‘Unsupported Items’ panel. (This may be shown or hiden, toggle with the Unsupported button).

The supported items will remain in the ‘Selected Items’ panel and the tool will begin continuously cycling the list creating a
real-time update of the supported data. This can be seen in the example above.
3.3.3.1 How to display Powertrain Data Graphically
Analyser contains a very powerful data analysis features which provide three separate ways of displaying data. Once the
powertrain data tool is online it is possible to select supported data items to be graphically displayed. Follow the follwing
steps to display data items graphically

Step 1
Select the Item you are interested in by clicking on it to select it:

It will be highlighted in blue

Step 2
Click on the toolbar item at the top of the window that corresponds to how you would like the data item displayed

LED will display the individual bits of of the data item as LEDs in rows of 1 byte. Subsequent items displayed as LED may be
displayed on the same window or added to a new one (you will be prompted to decide), this type of display often best suits
discrete data. The LED display is customisable to allow user preferences.

Dial will show a gauge the needle of the gauge representing the Value of the signal. Only one item can be displayed on each
dial. However, multiple dials can be displayed simultaneously. The Dial display is customisable to allow user preferences.

The Scope button will add the signal to an Oscilloscope. Subsequent items added to a scope may be displayed on the same
scope or added to a new one (you will be prompted to decide). The Scope display is customisable to allow user preferences.

3.2.4 How to Perform an OBD Report
Analyser allows the user to sequentially perform a test of each of the EOBD/OBDII services while producing a report detailing
the results. The feature is accessed using the Reports Tab ‘Navigation Bar’ menu as shown below.

Clicking the ‘OBD Reports’ button opens OBD Reports window.

Clicking ‘Run’ creates the OBD report, performing each individual service and populating the respective tabs as the results
are retrieved

Once the tool has completed the test, you may export the results to either .TXT or Excel format for later review using the
toolbar at the top of the window.
This process allows the user rapid access to all OBD data in one place with a single click. This is a very powerful and simple to
use feature for all users.

3.2.5 How to Import a Description File
A number of the functions within Analyser use information obtained from the import of description files to identify various
‘Data Items’. All the description file import function is located in the File ‘Navigation Bar’ menu or the Configuration Manager
‘Imports’ tab as shown below.



Diag Exchange—Allows the import of OBD codes from ODX (Open Diagnostic Data Exchange) / MDX (Multiplex
Diagnostic Data Exchange) / GDX (GMRDB Diagnostic Data Exchange) and XML (Extensible Markup Language) file
formats for use with such functions as Advanced DTCs and Read/Write data by Identifier.



Addresses—Allows the import of Memory Addresses from A2L (ASAP 2 Description) files for the Read Data by
Address function.



CAN Signals—Allows the import of Signal items from .DBC (Communication Database for CAN) files for functions
such as the Trace Viewer and Oscilloscope.



LIN Signals—Allows the import of Signal items from LDF (Lin Description File) files for functions such as the Trace
Viewer and Oscilloscope.



FIBEX—Allows the import of Signal items from FIBEX (The Field Bus Exchange Format The Field Bus Exchange
Format) files for the Read Data by Address function.



Workspace—This will close all active windows and import the workspace saved in a previously saved SPK (screen
packaging) file.

‘Data Items’ are imported into a dedicated database for the module currently selected. The databases can be accessed by
the Configuration Manager

Each import function opens a dedicated window for the file import. However, the process for all imports is analogous and an
example is considered below.

Step 1
Click ‘Open File’ and locate and open the file to be imported— the ‘Data Items’ will appear in the ‘Filter Tree’ when the file
has loaded.

Step 2
Identify the required ‘Data Item(s)’ manually or use the ‘Filters’ to aid searching.

Step 3
With the required ’Data Item(s)’ highlighted use the ‘Right’ arrow to place the item(s)s in the ‘Target Tree’.

Step 4
If any undesired ‘Data Items’ are in the ‘Target Tree’ use the ‘Left’ arrow to return them to the ‘Filter Tree’.

Step 5
With all the required ’Data Items’ in the ‘Target Tree’, click ‘Import’ to load the items into the relevant database for the
current module.

Closing the window automatically opens the relevant tab of the Configuration Manager, which displays the database for the
‘Data Items’ imported for the current module. This process is universal for all description file imports in Analyser.

4

Emissions Related On-Board Diagnostics

4.1 Introduction
Emissions Related On-Board Diagnostics have been a legislative requirement since the year 2000 and are provided to warn
the driver of any possible faults pertaining to the performance of the emissions systems of the vehicle.
The EOBD services can be accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Scan Tool Tab of Analyser:

4.2 Emissions Related On-Board Diagnostic Functionality
Emissions Related On-Board Diagnostics incorporates a number of different capabilities, the tasks and applications
considered in this section are summarised below.
Monitoring Powertrain Diagnostic Data
This tool utilises Mode 0x01 to poll the module for a number of powertrain ‘Data Items’ identified using specific Periodic
Data Identifiers (PIDs.)
Retrieving Freeze Frame Powertrain Related Diagnostic Data
This tool utilises Mode 0x02 to obtain an instantaneous snap shot of a number of powertrain ‘Data Items’, again using
specific PIDs.
Reading Emissions Related Diagnostic Trouble Codes
This tool utilises Modes 0x03, 0x07 and 0x0A to read the Confirmed, Pending and Permanent Diagnostic Troubles Codes
respectively, from the module memory. The tool also again uses Mode 0x02 to retrieve any Freeze Frame data associated
with the DTCs. Mode 0x04 provides the ability to clear the recorded DTCs from the module.
Retrieving Test Results for Non-Continuously Monitored Systems
This tool utilises Mode 0x06 to retrieve any stored data results for on-board tests of non-continuously monitored vehicle
systems.
Reading Vehicle Information
This tool provides the user with any vehicle information stored on the module, such as Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)
and a number of different ‘counters’. The tool uses Mode 0x09 to poll the module for all supported information types.

4.3 Monitoring Powertrain Diagnostic Data (Mode 0x01)
Mode 0x01— Diagnostic Powertrain Data service can read any chosen Periodic Data Identifiers (PIDs) for a given module. The
tool is also capable of automatically reading a number of supported PIDs for a particular module. The Diagnostic Powertrain
Data service can be accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Scan Tool Tab of Analyser:

The Mode 0x01—Diagnostic Powertrain Data tool window is shown below.

Reading Powertrain Diagnostic Data
The Powertrain Diagnostic Data tool has been preloaded with a large number of ‘Data Items’. This means that for the large
majority of modules data can be immediately retrieved with a single click.

Commences the retrieval of the supported PIDs from the module.
Dependant on manufacturer specifications the module will not support all the PIDs, only a specific subset. However, the tool
will automatically poll the module to determine which PIDs are supported. Any unsupported items are then automatically
transferred to the ‘Unsupported Items’ panel and the tool continues to poll only the supported items.

Adding Additional Powertrain Data Items to be Read
Although the tool automatically has a large number of PIDs preloaded, it is also possible to add additional specific PIDs to the
tool if required.

Allows the user to manually add any required additional PIDs, opens a dedicated window.

Automatic Loading of Generic PIDs

This allows the user to decide whether or not the tool preloads the generic PIDs upon start up or remains blank for complete
customisation by the user.

4.4 Retrieving Freeze Frame Powertrain Related Diagnostic Data
(Mode 0x02)
Mode 0x02—Powertrain Freeze Frame Data service reads a ‘snap-shot’ of data from the module. The tool automatically
reads all supported PIDs for the module. The Powertrain Freeze Frame Data service can be accessed through the ‘Navigation
Bar’ on the Scan Tool Tab of Analyser:

The Mode 0x02—Powertrain Freeze Frame Data tool window is shown below.

Retrieving Powertrain Freeze Frame Data from the Module
The Powertrain Freeze Frame Data tool has been preloaded with a number of generic PIDs. This allows the user to collect a
‘snap shot’ of all data items supported by the module with a single click.
Captures a ‘snap shot’ of the supported PIDs.

The tool uses Mode 0x02 to poll the module for a single instantaneous value for each of the supported PIDs. Any data items
not supported by the module being analysed are automatically relocated to the ‘Unsupported PIDs’ panel.

4.5 Reading Emissions Related Diagnostic Trouble Codes (Modes
0x03, 0x04, 0x07, 0x0A and 0x02)
Emission Related Diagnostic Trouble Codes is a combined services tool of Modes 0x03, 0x04, 0x07, 0x0A and 0x02. The tool
searches for Confirmed (Mode 0x03), Pending (Mode 0x07) and Permanent (Mode 0x0A) Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs.)
The tool also uses Mode 0x02 to read any associated freeze frame data for the DTCs and Mode 0x04 to clear all DTCs from
the module. The Emission Related Diagnostic Trouble Codes service can be accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Scan
Tool Tab of Analyser:

The Emissions Related Diagnostic Trouble Codes tool window is shown below.

The Emissions Related DTCs tool allows the user to read three different types of OBD data from the module while also
automatically utilising Mode 0x02 to retrieve any related freeze frame data. The tool functionality is controlled by the
toolbar along the top of the window and the three functions are considered below.

Reading Emissions Related Powertrain DTCs

The ‘Confirmed’ icon utilises Mode 0x03 to read the Emissions Related Powertrain DTCs from the module with a single click.
The icon also simultaneously toggles the tool to display the ‘Confirmed’ panel within the tool.

Reading On-Board Monitoring Test Results for Continuously Monitored Systems

The ‘Pending’ icon utilises Mode 0x07 to read the On-Board Monitoring Test Results for Continuously Monitored Systems
with a single click. The icon also simultaneously toggles the tool to display the ‘Pending’ panel within the tool.

Reading Permanent Diagnostic Trouble Codes

The ‘Permanent’ icon utilises Mode 0x0A to read Diagnostic Trouble Codes with Permanent Status from the module with a
single click. The icon also simultaneously toggles the tool to display the ‘Permanent’ panel within the tool.

Clearing Diagnostic Trouble Codes

Allows the user to clear all emissions related diagnostic information from the module using Mode 0x04.

Creating a Diagnostic Trouble Codes Report

Allows the user to export the current diagnostic information panel to Excel format. Note: the function only exports the DTCs
currently visible in the panel. An example Excel report is shown below for the Pending DTCs.

4.6 Reading Vehicle Information (Mode 0x09)
Mode 0x09—Vehicle Information Service provides the ability to read vehicle specific information such as Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN) and Calibration Identification from the module. The Vehicle Information Service can be accessed
through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Scan Tool Tab of Analyser:

The Mode 0x09—Vehicle Information tool window is shown below.

Reading Vehicle Information from the Module
The tool allows the user to read all supported vehicle information items from the module with a single click. All the items are
preloaded in the tool.

Automatically polls the module for each of the items, any unsupported items are automatically relocated to the
‘Unsupported Items’ panel. Therefore, for any module being analysed, with a single click, the user can retrieve all supported
vehicle information.

5

Extended Diagnostics

5.1 Introduction
The Extended Diagnostics Services are an extra group of modes that allow the use of more advanced features from the
module. There is no universal requirement for manufacturers and therefore the services and their application can be
vehicle/module specific. The services are designed to provide the more advanced user the ability to monitor or in some cases
change specific data records or items within a module.
The Extended Diagnostics services can be accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Extended Tab of Analyser:

5.2 Extended Diagnostics Functionality
Extended Diagnostics incorporates a number of different capabilities, the tasks and applications considered in this section
are summarised below.
Reading Diagnostic Trouble Code Data
This tool utilises Mode 0x19 to retrieve any stored DTCs from the module, it indexes the status bytes of the retrieved DTCs
and also allows them to be retrieved according to it. Mode 0x14 can then be used to clear the DTCs.
Reading Data by Identifier
This tool utilises Mode 0x22 to read specific data from the module, determined by the data identifiers.
Reading Memory by Address
This tool utilises Mode 0x23 to read specific data records from the module memory, determined by the memory address.
Fast Data Acquisition
This tool utilises Mode 0x2C to define either Periodic or Dynamic Data Identifiers and Modes 0x2A and 0x22 respectively to
read the data with them at the specified rates.
Writing Data by Identifier
This tool provides the user the ability to edit fixed values within the module. Utilising Mode 0x22 the tool reads the current
values from the module. The editing can then be performed and the changes written back to the module using Mode 0x2E.
Routine Control
This tool allows the user to run specified routines in the module and to automatically capture the results.

5.3 Reading Diagnostic Trouble Code Data (Modes 0x14, 0x18 and
0x19)
Diagnostic Trouble Code Data is a combined services tool and uses both Modes 0x14 and 0x19. The tool can retrieve all
stored DTCs (Mode 0x18 or 0x19) from the module being read and also includes a clear all DTCs function (Mode 0x14). The
Diagnostic Trouble Code Data service is accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Extended Tab of Analyser:

The Diagnostic Trouble Code Data tool window is shown below.

Reading Diagnostic Trouble Codes
The tool allows the user to instantly read all DTCs and associated freeze frame data with a single click.

Utilises Mode 0x19 to retrieve all stored DTCs from the module. The tool also utilises Mode 0x02 to retrieve any associated
freeze frame data simultaneously.
Along the bottom of the window is a list of all the ‘Status Byte’ types for the protocol being used. This section is used to index
the different ‘status bytes’ for the DTCs retrieved from the module.

Importing Diagnostic Trouble Codes
The DTC function also supports the import of module/manufacturer specific diagnostic trouble codes from
MDX/ODX/GDX/XML file formats. The import feature is located in the File ‘Navigation Bar’ menu or the Configuration
Manager ‘Imports’ tab as shown below. Tip: select Diag. Exchange

Once the OBD codes have been imported from the file into the database they will now be applied to interpret the DTCs
retrieved from the module.

Clearing Diagnostic Trouble Codes
All stored DTCs can be cleared from the module using the ‘Clear’ feature.

Uses Mode 0x14 to remove all DTCs from the module.
Once the clear function is completed the tool also automatically re-reads the DTCs from the module using Mode 0x19. This
immediately confirms to the user whether the clear has been fully successful and identifies any DTCs which have failed to
clear or reoccurred immediately.

Reading DTCs by Status Byte
Only available for ISO 14229 application—the tool allows the user to specify which DTCs should be read from the module by
their ‘Status Byte’.

The icon opens a filter window shown below.

Exporting Diagnostic Trouble Codes to Microsoft Excel
Allows the user export a record of the Diagnostic Trouble Codes to Excel format.

An example Excel report is shown below.

5.4 Reading Data by Identifier (Mode 0x22)
Mode 0x22—Read Data by Identifier service allows the request and retrieval of data record values by one or multiple data
identifiers. The tool allows either a single polling of the module for each identifier or the continuous cycling through all
items. The Reading Data by Identifier service is accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Extended Tab of Analyser:

The Mode 0x22—Read Data by Identifier tool window is shown below.

Selecting Required Data Items
The Read Data by Identifier window opens with no preloaded items as these are module specific, the required data items
must be selected and added by the user.

Allows the user to select the required PIDs and the chosen rate for each. Opens a dedicated window.

Importing Data Items from File
The Read Data by Identifier tool also supports the import of ‘Data Items’ from ODX/MDX/GDX/XML file formats. The import
feature is located in the File ‘Navigation Bar’ menu or the Configuration Manager ‘Imports’ tab as shown below. Tip: select
Diag. Exchange

Once the PIDs have been imported from the file into the database they still need to be added. The imported items will now
be available for selection in the ‘Add’ window.

Reading Data by Identifier
Once the PIDs to be read have been selected and imported into the tool the data can be read from the module.

Begins the continual cycling of the PIDs, utilising Mode 0x22 to poll the module for each item at their specified rate. Note: for
large numbers of data items it may not be possible to achieve the specified data rate due to module response times to each
request.

Utilises Mode 0x22 once for each PID to retrieve a single instantaneous data record for each item.

Unsupported Data Items
Upon reading Data by Identifier, any selected PIDs not supported by the module are automatically relocated to the
‘Unsupported Items’ panel. This leaves only the supported items to be polled each time, increasing the speed of the process.
The tool supports a feature which allows the user to choose to identify and remove any unsupported ‘Data Items’ for the
current module being analysed. If a specific module is being worked with, the unsupported items can be removed from the
Read Data by Identifier database for the current module to stop their reselection for this module in the future. Combined
with the file import facility this allows the user to build customised databases for specific modules, making the selection of
required ‘Data Items’ in the future quick and simple.
The feature is utilised with the ‘Remove Unsupported’ button

5.5 Reading Memory by Address (Mode 0x23)
Mode 0x23—Read Memory by Address service allows the request and retrieval of data record values from one or multiple
memory addresses and the specification of the number of bytes to be read starting at the given address. The Reading
Memory by Address service is accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Extended Tab of Analyser:

The Mode 0x23—Read Memory by Address tool window is shown below.

Importing an A2L File

To read data values from memory addresses requires a module specific file which designates the memory address for each
‘Data Item’ record in the module. This file is known as an .A2L file and is imported using the Import A2L file button.

Selecting Required Data Items
Once the .A2L file has been imported and the Read Memory by Address database for the current module populated, the
specific Addresses required must be identified and added to the Read Memory by Address list.

Allows the user to select the required Addresses and the chosen rate for each data item.

Reading Memory by Address
Once the required Addresses have been selected the tool is ready to read the data records from the memory addresses.

5.6 Fast Data Acquisition (Modes 0x2C, 0x2A and 0x22)
Fast Data Acquisition is a combined service that utilises modes 0x2C, 0x2A and 0x22 which provides the ability to request and
retrieve data record values by both data identifier and memory address. The tool uses Mode 0x2C to allow the definition of
both periodic and dynamic data identifiers and Modes 0x22 and 0x2A to retrieve the data depending on the identifier. The
Fast Data Acquisition service is accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Extended Tab of Analyser:

The Fast Data tool window is shown below.

The window opens with no pre-loaded items as they may be module specific, the tool allows items to be added by memory
address or by identifier and either dynamic or periodic identifiers to be assigned along with the data rate. The tool then uses
Mode 0x2C to define all the Data Identifiers. Modes 0x22 and 0x2A are then utilised to read the Periodically Defined Dynamic
Data Identifiers (PDIDs) or Dynamically Defined Data Identifiers (DDID) respectively to retrieve the required data record
values at the specified data rates.

Importing Data Items from File by Memory Address or Data Identifier
The Fast Data tool supports both Data Identifiers and Memory Addresses, therefore description files can be imported to
identify the ‘Data Items’ required. The tool supports the import of ODX/MDX/GDX or A2L files using the toolbar buttons
shown below.

Selecting Required Data Items
To begin the data retrieval the required ‘Data Items’ must be identified and added to the tool.

Allows the user to select items by memory address. Once an .A2L file has been imported and the Read Memory by Address
database populated for the specific module, the required data items can be identified and added to the tool.

Allows the user to select items by data identifier. The window contains a number of preloaded data items in the database.
However, any items imported from an ODX/MDX/GDX file will also be listed ready to be added to the tool.

Reading Fast Data
Once the required ‘Data Items’ have been added, the Fast Data tool is ready to acquire the data.

Commences the continuous acquisition of the selected ‘Data Items’. The tool utilises Modes 0x2A and 0x22 to read the data
records from the module for each of the dynamically or periodically defined data identifiers.

Dynamically Defined Data Identifiers
The tool works by utilising Mode 0x2C to define Dynamic or Periodic Identifiers for each of the ‘Data Items’, from either Data
Identifiers or Memory Addresses. Either Dynamically Defined Data Identifiers (DDIDs) or Periodically Defined Data Identifiers
(PDIDs) are created depending on the choice when adding the data items to the tool.

Opens a dedicated window which summarises all the Dynamic Identifiers created within the tool, as shown below.

Dynamic Identifiers Options
The tool contains the ability to edit permanently defined Dynamic Identifiers and to adjust the settings for how Dynamic
Identifiers are created and read.

Opens a dedicated window for administration of Dynamic Identifiers as shown below.

The Permanent Dynamically Defined windows lists all the dynamic data identifiers and the Diagnostic Modes to be used by
the tool to read the data items. As default the identifiers beginning with F2xx are assigned as DDIDs and the identifiers
beginning with F3xx are assigned as PDIDs. However, the Mode can be selected individually for each PID.
The dynamic identifiers listed are all the identifiers available to be assigned to ‘Data Items’.
The dynamic identifiers can be edited or new identifiers created.

5.7 Writing Data by Identifier (Modes 0x2E and 0x22)
Mode 0x2E—Write by Data Identifier tool provides the facility to write changes to the module. The tool uses Mode 0x22 to
read the data to be changed and Mode 0x2E to write the changes to the module. The Writing Data by Identifier service is
accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Extended Tab of Analyser:

The Mode 0x02—Write Data by Identifier tool window is shown below.

Selecting Data Items to be Edited
The first step requires the user to identify the ‘Data Items’ to be edited and add them to the tool.

Allows the user to select the required data identifiers.

Importing Data Items from File
The Write Data by Identifier supports the import of ‘Data Items’ from ODX/MDX/GDX/XML file formats. The import feature is
located in the File ‘Navigation Bar’ menu or the Configuration Manager ‘Imports’ tab as shown below. Tip: select Diag.
Exchange

Once the PIDs have been imported from the file into the database they still need to be added. The imported items will now
be available for selection in the ‘Add’ window.
Reading Data by Identifier
Once the required items have been added to the tool, the current values must be read from the module.
Utilises Mode 0x22 to read the current record values for each of the data identifiers from the module. Note: Not all items
may be editable.

Editing Data Values
With the current values for each identifier retrieved, the user can utilise the ‘Edit’ feature to instrument any changes to the
items.

The window allows the editing of the data format along with the stored data in the raw message format. Clicking ‘OK’
confirms the changes to the tool and closes the window. The tool automatically marks any items that have been changed
post editing with an icon in the left hand column.

Writing Changes to Module
With any editing completed the user can commit the changes to the module.

The tool utilises Mode 0x2E to write any new values inputted or editing completed in the tool to the module.

5.8 Routine Control (Mode 0x31)
Mode 0x31—Routine Control service allows the commencing and running of predetermined routines. The Routine Control
service is accessed through the ‘Navigation Bar’ on the Extended Tab of Analyser:

The Mode 0x31—Routine Control tool window is shown below.

Selecting Routines
To begin a routine session, the routines to be performed first need to be identified and added to the tool.

Opens a dedicated window to identify and select the required routines.

Performing Routines
Once the Routines to be performed have been identified and added to the tool the user can instruct the module to perform
the routines.

Commences the performance of all the selected routines, utilising Mode 0x31.
As the routines are performed the results are displayed in the ‘Routine Result’ panel.

6

Data Visualisation

6.1 Oscilloscope (Scope)
6.1.1 Introduction
Module Analyser contains its own Oscilloscope and data analysis function and is denoted in the program by the Scope icon:

The Scope can be accessed from within a number of the different tool windows using the icon displayed above, where the
selected ‘Data Item(s)’ will automatically be added to the Scope.
Once a Scope is opened, the window will appear as shown below. It is also possible to have multiple oscilloscopes open and
running simultaneously. (A Scope window can only be opened with a data field to plot.)

The ‘Oscilloscope’ window contains two main sections, the ‘Information’ panel on the left hand side and the ‘Main’ panel on
the right hand side which provides three different features. Each are considered separately below.

With multiple data fields in the oscilloscope the default display is to have separate plots overlaid and the axis scaling toggled
between by clicking on the required data row in the left panel. The tool contains a number of plotting features and data
recording options and these are explained below.
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Online - (Start/Stop plotting does not affect the data flow in other open tools in the workspace.)
Allows the opening of a pre-saved data file to be re-plotted on the oscilloscope.
Allows the saving of the plotted data values in .csv, .mat and Vector MDF file format.
Provides the facility to print the current displayed plot with a number of formatting options.
XY Scatter Plot
Show all Items
Hide all Items
Show steps between data points
Separate Items on Oscilloscope
Axis display modes
Show item points
Show point labels
Show Cursors
Lock Cursor time difference
Locate Data in Oscilloscope from Item Data Panel
Reset Zoom Factor
Set Custom Time Zoom Range
Reset X axis Zoom Factor
Zoom X axis in
Zoom X axis Out
Fit Items to visible zoom area
Zoom Y axis in
Zoom Y axis Out
Zoom all axis in
Zoom all axis Out
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6.1.2 Export Oscilloscope Signals
Each oscilloscope window allows the user to export the signal data contained within them. The user is provided a number file
formats to export to:









Vector MDF (.DAT)
MATLAB 5.0 (.MAT)
MATLAB 5.0 Structured single or double precision (.MAT)
MATLAB 5.0 Structure Extended (.MAT)
Comma Separated Variables (.CSV)
nCode S3 time series files (.S3T)
National Instruments TDM files (.TDM)
National Instruments TDM streaming files (.TDMS)

Once the required file format and location to save the file have been selected, the user is provided the option to select
various options:

6.1.3 Oscilloscope Signals Management
Items in the Scope can be Managed, e.g. removed, grouped, selected, hidden. The functions to do this are available by right
clicking on the Items.

There is also a tool bar to perform commonly used tasks:

6.1.4 Defining Calculated Channels
Allows the user to define calculated channels. Opens a dedicated window as shown below.

6.1.5 Oscilloscope Settings
Graphical elements of the scope can be adjusted in the Scope preferences which can be found on the Settings Tab by clicking
Preferences

Once the preferences window is displayed click on Scope:

Here you may adjust the graphical elements of the scope and save the changes.

6.1.6 Information Panel
The ‘Information’ panel displays all the ‘Data Items’ currently added to the Oscilloscope as shown below. The Buttons on the
Left allow ‘Loaded Files’ the ‘Explorer’ and the ‘Items’ to be shown or hidden as follows:

The ‘Information’ panel functionality is controlled by a dedicated toolbar considered below.

Important Functions include:








Reset Scaling of Selected Item(s) - Removes any scaling operations applied to the selected items.
Rescale Group of Selected Items Synchronising Axes—Automatically scales the selected items to allow display
simultaneously on a single set of axes.
Custom Scale Group of Selected Items Synchronising Axes—Allows the user to select the scaling to a single axis.
Group Items by Units and Rescale Each Group Synchronising the Axes—Automatically scales the selected items to a
single axis for each unit type.
Select All Items—Selects all items.
Deselect All Items—Deselects all items.
Show Detailed Item Properties—Opens the dedicated window considered below.

6.1.7 Oscilloscope Panel
The ‘Oscilloscope’ panel displays the plots for all the ‘Data Items’ currently added to the Oscilloscope, an example plot can be
seen below.

Show the steps between Data Items
In the normal plotting mode, the oscilloscope tool automatically interpolates between points to draw a continuous trace
through the data points. This mode allows the user to select to display the step in value between each recorded data point.
An example of each display mode can be seen below.

Separate Items on Oscilloscope
The default mode for the oscilloscope displays the plots for all the data items overlaid, displaying the axis for the currently
selected ‘Data Item’. The ‘Separate’ function allows the user to display each ‘Data Item’ on an individual set of axis, an
example can be seen below.

With the plots separated the user can scroll through the plots user the cursor on the right of the panel. The number of plots
displayed at once can be selected by clicking the number at the top of the scroll bar.

Axis display modes
In default mode, the oscilloscope displays a single axis for the currently selected ‘Data Item’, this mode allows an axis for
each data item to be displayed simultaneously as can be seen below.

With the multiple axes displayed, they can be moved independently by the user. The selected axis also highlights the
corresponding plot.

Show item points
This feature allows the user to select to display all the recorded data points for the currently plotted ‘Data Items’ as can be
seen below.

Show point labels
The oscilloscope contains a feature which allows the user to label particular data points of interest. A label is added to a data
point using the ‘right click’ menu shown below.
The ‘right click’ menu item opens a window which allows the user to enter a note for the data item as shown below.

The feature then allows the user to display all the point labels for the plotted ‘Data Items’ as shown below.

Show cursors
The Oscilloscope features double cursors, which allow the user to measure time differences, but also display the value for
each ‘Data Item’ at the cursor location time as can be seen below.

Lock cursor time difference
The tool also features the ability to lock the cursors at a set time difference, only allowing both to move simultaneously.

6.1.8 Item Data
The ‘Item Data’ section of the Oscilloscope allows the user to display all the data points collected for the selected ‘Data Item’
in the ‘Item Information’ panel. The ‘Item Data’ panel is accessed using the ‘Item Data’ tab as shown below.

The panel opens displaying the recorded values for the ‘Data Item’ currently selected in the ‘Item Information’ panel.
Additional ‘Data Items’ can be added by clicking on them in the ‘Item Information’ panel. With more than one ‘Data Item’
present in the oscilloscope window, the ‘Item data’ panel creates a tab for each ‘Data Item’ as can be seen above. It is also
possible to have both the ‘Oscilloscope’ and ‘Item Data’ panels displayed simultaneously by selecting both tabs.
The ‘Item Data’ panel also contains a ‘right click’ menu as shown below.

Export— Allows the item data to be exported to .txt file.

Item Properties— Re-opens the ‘Basic’ and ‘Recording’ tabs of the ‘Properties’
window.

6.1.9 Statistics
The ‘Statistics’ tab of the ‘Oscilloscope’ window allows the user to display a summary of all the data contained in the
window. The summary contains data details and also some key statistics for the data such as root-mean-square and standard
deviation. The ‘Item Statistic Data’ panel is accessed using the ‘Statistic’ tab and is shown below.

The window contains a toolbar which allows the user to export the summary to .CSV, Excel or HTML format. The data items
displayed can also be selected depending on whether the data item has logged data recorded in the IVD. This allows the user
to display only data items with recorded data or to display only the data items with no recorded data.

6.1.10

Histogram

The ‘Histogram’ tab of the ‘Oscilloscope’ window allows the user to display a Histogram of data items contained in the
window, this tab and is shown below.

6.2 Dial
Module Analyser contains a dial type display for quick graphical interpretation of data and provides familiarity with certain
data types such as engine speed: becoming a tachometer. It is denoted in the program as ‘Dial’ or the icon:

The Dial display can be accessed from within a number of the different tool windows using the icon displayed above, where
the selected ‘Data Item(s)’ will automatically be added to a Dial display each.
Once a Dial is opened, the window will appear as shown below. It is also possible to have multiple Dials open and running
simultaneously. (A Dial window can only be opened with a data field to plot.)

Dial Preferences
It is only possible to display one data field on each dial and a new window is created for each data field required to be
displayed. The tool contains a ‘right click’ menu which provides a number of options and settings, as seen below:

And Also settings as shown below:







Min Value—Designates the minimum value for the dial scale and pointer.
Max Value—Designates the maximum value for the dial scale and pointer
Low Threshold—Specifies the switching point for low to medium/normal section of the dial, zero signifying default.
High Threshold—Specifies the switching point for medium/normal to high section of the dial, zero signifying default.
Number of Marks—Determines the number of valued points marked on the dial, two being the minimum and
maximum values.

6.3 LED Display
Module Analyser contains a LED display panel for quick discrete graphical interpretation of data. It is denoted in the program
as ‘LED’ or the icon:

The LED display tool can be accessed from within a number of the different tool windows using the icon displayed above,
where the selected ‘Data Item(s)’ will automatically be added to a LED display each.

Once a LED display is opened, the window will appear as shown below. It is also possible to have multiple displays open and
running simultaneously. (A LED window can only be opened with a data field to plot.)





Move Panel Up—Moves the clicked on panel of the window up one position, displacing the panel above.
Move Panel Down—Moves the clicked on panel of the window down one position, displacing the panel below.
LED Settings—Opens a dedicated settings window for the specific display as shown below.





LED Panel Caption—Designates the caption for current panel of the current display being edited.
Display Byte—Designates the number of the display section, if a data item requires more then one display panel.
BitX Caption—Allows the specification of a specific caption for each of the LEDs, loads with default numeric marks.

6.4 Bar Plots
Module Analyser contains the ability to plot the data being retrieved live on a bar graph, providing the user with an
immediate graphical representation of the data.
The graphs are plotted within a dedicated column in the different tool windows. An example is shown below.

Each bar graph has thresholds for high, medium and low values displayed by a change in colour.
The bar graph plotting is automatically activated in valid tools. However, they can be hidden using the ‘right click’ ‘Grid
Properties’ menu option.

7

Data Monitoring

7.1 Introduction
This section outlines the facilities for monitoring data of all types available in Analyser.
The data monitoring functions can be accessed through the Monitoring Tab as seen below:

7.2 Signals
This Signals window provides the facility to monitor any signals sent between a module and the software on either a CAN or
LIN network. This allows the user to not only monitor all the data signals not related to diagnostic modes being transmitted
by the module but to also automatically extract the data from the messages. The Signals service is accessed by the Signals
button on the Monitoring Tab.

The Signals window is shown below.

Importing Signals from File
The Signals tool is capable of monitoring both CAN and LIN signals, however both are module specific and description files
are required to identify the Signals traffic. The description file for a CAN bus is a .DBC file and for a LIN bus an .LDF file, both
are imported using the DBC or LDF import buttons or the Settings, Device Manager ’Imports’ tab.
They both open dedicated import windows.

Selecting Required Signals
Once the signals for the specific module have been imported into the Signals database for the current module, the Signals to
be monitored must be selected and added to the tool.

Allows the user to add all Signal items.

Allows the user to add the selected Signal items.

Allows the user to remove the selected Signal items.

Reading Signals
Once the required signals have been added to the tool, the messages can be read and the data transmitted captured and
displayed by the tool.

Commences monitoring of the selected Signals utilising the message ident to filter the required messages, interpreting the
transmitted data.

7.3 Trace Viewer
This Trace Viewer is designed to allow the detailed analysis of all CAN and LIN bus messages between the software and
hardware. It provides a number of filtering options for precise message detection and monitoring. The Trace Viewer is
accessed by the Signals button on the Monitoring Tab.

The  button also allows you to create multiple Trace Viewer windows, this may be useful if you want to set up several
different filters or use different display modes, it can also be used to simultaneously start, stop or clear the Trace Viewer
windows.
A Trace Viewer window is shown below.

7.3.1 Viewing Bus Traffic
Using the Trace Viewer tool it is possible to immediately view all traffic being transmitted between the module and the
software.

Commences viewing and temporary storage of message traffic.
While this feature allows instant viewing of all bus traffic and can be useful to determine that the module is transmitting, it is
difficult to identify in particular any specific traffic is being transmitted. The tool therefore contains filtering capability,
allowing the display and identification of only desired message traffic.

7.3.2 Traffic Filtering
The tool contains the ability to apply filters to both CAN and LIN to allow the removal of unwanted messages from the
displayed traffic, particular messages can also be highlighted to enable their quick identification.
To set up filtering of the messages simply follow the following steps:

Step 1
Simply right click on the Bus that you wish to add a filter to and select Add Filter.

Step 2
Enter the Ident of the messages that you wish to filter (in the below example 0xDD), if you will like you can check the Add
Range check box and Enter a Filter ID High, in that case all the Idents between Filter ID and Filter ID High will be filtered.

Step 3
Click the filter button to activate the filter

You should now see the messages allowed by your filter

7.3.3 Traffic Options
To adjust the Display Options follow the following steps.

Step 1
Click the Options Button

Step 2
Adjust any of the display options you wish:

The Default Colors changes the color of the text in the trace window.

Color Mode Reverse swaps the Font and Background Colors.

The Auto Load Filter option automatically defines filters for every Ident that broadcasts on the BUS as shown below, no
filters were pre defined when going online 10 filters were created to match each on the 10 Idents that broadcast on the bus:

Add to Scope must be checked to enable “Add To Scope (import from DBC file)” accessed from the Add To Scope button as
shown below

If Add to Current Filter is checked then Filters are also created for All idents of the signals imported from the DBC file.

Display Unused bytes determines if bytes that are not transmitted in a message are shown in a trace, e.g. If a CAN message
contains less then the maximum of 8 bytes only those that are transmitted will be shown if this is set to NO, if it is set to YES
they will simply be shown as 0x00

Error Frames allows you to choose whether you wish Error frames (e.g. error frames resulting from improper termination) to
be shown.

Tree Mode sets how many lines of Messages per Ident you wish to have shown (when an Ident is expanded) if the display is
set to Tree Mode, if it is set to 2 for example it would show two messages per Ident:

J1939 Format allows the display of the transmitted values to be shown in Hexadecimal or Decimal format (J1939 Protocol
only)

Show J1939 Info toggles the display of the following information for messages that are sent using the J1939 Protocol






Parameter Group Number
Message Priority
Data Page
Protocol Data Units
Source Address

7.3.4 Clearing the Messages in the Trace Window
To clear the messages in the Trace window simply click Clear

7.3.5 Saving the Messages in the Trace Window
To save the messages in the Trace window simply follow the following steps.

Step 1
If the Trace is running click Stop button.

Step 2
If click the Save button.

Step 3
Specify the location, filename and file format you wish to save the trace in.

Analyser supports the following formats for saving the traces that are created






Influx Trace View Data
Influx Trace View Text
Influx Trace View Comma Separated Value
Vector ASCII
Trace Log

Step 4
Click Save

7.3.6 Loading Traces
Step 1
If click the Load button.

Step 2
Select the Trace You wish to Load.

Step 2
Select the Trace You wish to Load. Analyser supports the following formats for loading traces.






Influx Trace View Data
Influx Trace View Text
Influx Trace View Comma Separated Value
Vector ASCII
Trace Log

Step 3
Click Open.

7.3.7 Adding items to the Scope
You can add items that have been predefined or imported a DBC file to an Oscilloscope to aid visual interpretation of the
Data, simply use the Add to Scope button to add the items

Once Items are added you can either load data already recorded or go online and display live data

7.3.8 Changing the Trace Viewer Display Mode
The Trace Viewer has 3 Display Modes You can change between them by pressing the following buttons:

The Selected Display Mode will remain active this is indicated by the Button remaining highlighted.

When in List Mode the Messages are displayed as follows:

When in Tree Mode the Messages are displayed as follows, you can drill down into the Messages from a particular Ident by
clicking the + button beside it (the no of messages displayed per Ident is configurable in the Options):

When in Extracted Mode the Messages are displayed as follows, you can drill down into the signals contained in messages
from a particular Ident by clicking the + button beside it:

7.3.9 Playing back a Trace
Once you have recorded a trace or loaded one from a file you are able to broadcast (play back) the messages both one at a
time or the whole trace this functionality is controlled by the following buttons:

Play, immediately starts playing the messages in the trace one after another.

Pause, pauses playback (playback will resume from the current position

Stop, Playback is stopped.

Next, the Highlighted Message will be sent and the selection bar will move to the next message.

7.4 Messages
The Messages function provides the facility to edit or create custom messages or message sequences and execute them;
sending them to the module. The function also contains a number of preloaded messages for different ISO standards. The
Messages window is accessed by the Signals button on the Monitoring Tab.

The  button also allows you to create Message Constructor windows.
The Message Constructor window is shown below.

The window is split into three main sections, the left is the ‘Task Library’ which contains all the preloaded tasks or any
subsequently created and saved. These are designed to provide quick access to a number of complex tasks or simpler
‘building blocks’ and can be edited to suit user requirements. The middle section is the main message construction panel,
which allows message creation and editing and response display. The right-hand section provides a number of message
options

Task Library
A message can be created from scratch in which case the required message can be entered directly into the construction
section of the window as discussed below. However, the Message Constructor contains a ‘Task Library’. The library can have
a number of pre-loaded tasks which can be utilised to speed up message creation. Any tasks created and saved by the user
will appear here. The ‘Task library’ can be seen below.

Imports the selected line of the message into the current task in the message construction panel at the current line.

Imports the entire selected Task into the current task in the message construction panel, starting at current line.

Overrides the current message(s) in the construction panel, erasing the message and importing the selected Task from the
library.

Message Construction
Once a task has been selected or if simply a new message is to be created, the main function of the tool is to allow the user
to create any message required. This is performed in the central message panel of the message constructor as shown below.

The Message Constructor contains a number of automatic operational shortcuts which allow the effective and efficient
production of messages, such as assigning message length and first and consecutive frames. To create a message:
Click in the first non bold word and begin typing the message. (The first word is automatically calculated message length.
Upon the filling of a word the tool automatically scrolls to the next or if required designates a first frame and begins a
consecutive frame.
To end a message row and begin another click the ‘addition’ symbol.
Rows can also be deleted and reordered and the ‘brush’ tool allows the clearing of the entire message. In this way the
required message can very rapidly be constructed.

Advanced Message Constructor Options

Identifiers:
Designates the Tester and Module IDs for the current line.
Exit Conditions: Selects to enable the exit conditions settings.
Analyser will transmit until a message meeting the exit conditions is received.

Tester Present
The message constructor also provides the ability for the user to continuously transmit a ‘Tester Present’ message.

Activates the ‘Tester Present’ transmission.

Message Execution
Once the required message has been constructed and the appropriate message settings chosen, the tool can be used to
execute the message or line of the message.

Attempts to execute the current message.

Attempts to execute the messages in the current task.
Upon attempting execution of the task or message the Message Constructor will automatically display the response and
outcome of the message in the bottom of the central panel, as can be seen below.

8

ECU Programming

8.1 Re-Flash Tab
Analyser contains the facility to re-flash the memory of individual modules, this feature is accessed through the Reflash Tab
as seen below:

8.1.1 VID Block
This tool allows the user to retrieve the Vehicle Identification block from the module, it also allows the blocks to be saved
and loaded for later review. The dedicated window is shown below.

8.1.2 Module Reprogramming
This tool allows the user to flash a module using the required binary files. The tool requires all other features to be
automatically disabled and opens in the window shown below.

Adding Calibration Files
To flash a module the required calibration files must be added to the tool. To do this a new ‘Project’ must be created using
the window below.

Project Settings:








Project name—Assigns the project name.
Module—Drop down menu selects the required ‘Module’ for the ‘Module Library’.
Security DLL—Drop down menu selects the appropriate security file from the library.
Template settings—Specifies details for module being reprogrammed.
VID start address—Specifies the memory address for the start of the VID block.
VID size—Specifies the size of the VID block.
VID address PID—PID sent to retrieve VID.

The bottom of the window contains the panel to which the required binary files must be added, this is performed using the
icons on the right of the panel.

Reflashing a Module
Once a project has been created, with the required module connected the re-flashing can be performed.
The re-flash can only be performed with the engine switched off, to allow the module to enter programming mode. If this is
not the case the user will see the following ‘failed’ message.

Once the re-flash has begun the tool will update the user of the status with a ‘Progress’ window.
It will show the progress through various stages of the reflashing process such as:



Submitting SBL
Submitting Software

And finally if the reflashing process is successful a message will indicate that. It is important you do not disconnect power to
the module before you see the message stating the reflashing process was successful.

8.2.1 Unlock ECU
This facility allows the user to enter Security mode for the connected module. However, for the module to allow access the
correct settings must be selected for ‘Module’ and ‘Security DLL’
Once the correct settings have been selected, Security Mode can be entered for the module.

Attempts to unlock the ECU and enter security mode.
If the unlock is successful the icon will change to display ‘Lock ECU’ which can be used to exit security mode.

8.3 Reset ECU
This facility allows the user to instruct the ECU/module to reset.

Instructs Analyser to reset the current ECU.
The user will be informed of a successful reset in the ‘Status Message’ panel as shown below.

9

Reports

Analyser contains the facility to create Reports, this feature is accessed through the Reports Tab as seen below

Creating an Activity Report
The facility allows the production of a number of different reports. The complete activity reports are available in three levels
as below:




Simple—Published as a .QRP file the report contains daily dated reports with the VIN and Call ID and any codes and
comments recorded.
Expanded—Published as a .QRP file the report is based on the ‘Simple’ report but also contains a Freeze-Frame data
retrieved with the DTCs if present.
Full—Published as Excel Workbook the report summarises all codes and comments found with separate pages
generated specific to each Mode.

The reports can also be exported to a number of external programs including Word and Excel and .html and .txt file formats.

Performing an OBD Report
There is also a tool which produces a complete OBD report for all modes in one process. Full details can be found in Section
3.2.4.

Exporting Diagnostic Trouble Codes
All DTCs retrieved by the software are saved in the ‘Vehicle History’ (Appendix A.2.2). The stored codes from a specific date
or the complete ‘History’ can be exported to a number file formats. The feature is accessed using the ‘DTC Codes Export’
menu item, providing a number of export formats as shown below.

Selecting a format to export the DTC data to opens a window allowing the user to select a location to save the report.

Once a location has been selected a window appears allowing the user to select the required settings for the report.





Vehicle—Drop down menu allows the user to select the ‘Vehicle History’ to export the DTC data from.
Date—Provides a calendar view for the user to select the date to publish the DTC data from.
Full History—Allows the user to select the export the complete DTC data history stored for the vehicle.

Clicking ‘OK’ exports the DTC data and instantly produces the report for review.

Appendix 1

Config Manager

The Configuration Manager contains all the main settings for the software and allows the user to specify a large number of
details integral to the operation of the program and as such is aimed at the more advanced user. The Configuration Manager
is accessed by the Config Manager button on the Settings Tab.

The Configuration Manager window is shown below.

The Configuration Manager window contains three main sections, the left panel lists all the existing module libraries stored
in the software, each of the modules can be duplicated to allow similar modules to be created efficiently. The central section
contains a menu listing all the settings available for configuration split into tabs—Imports, Exports, Library and Config. Within
each tab there are a number of options. The right hand section contains all the configuration settings to be edited.

A1.1 Module Settings
Once the required module has been selected, the settings can be configured. To do this ensure the ‘Module’ tab is selected
in the middle of window, this will expose the various sections which can be edited concerning the module. The default
opening tab is ‘Module Settings’, each section is considered below.

• Dynamic Signal—Defines the identifier for Dynamically Defined Data Identifier CAN messages.
• Flow Control—Defines the identifier for Flow Control Frames.
• Get VIN after DTC request—Instructs the tool to automatically retriever the VIN after a DTC request.
• Mode 23 Endian Settings—Specifies byte order.
• Mode 23 Security level—Specifies if Mode 23 required security.
• Mode 23 Size/Address Config—Designates the size of the module memory address (Normally 14 or 27).
• Mode 2E Security —Specifies if Mode 2E requires security.
• Module Ident—Designates the identifier for module generated CAN messages.
• Name—Assigns the name of the module library.
• Protocol—Nominates the Diagnostic ISO standard protocol to be used in communicating with the module.
• Security—Selects the Security Library .DLL file to be used with the module.
• Session Diagnostic Mode— Defines the byte for the Mode 10 diagnostic session ‘Diagnostic Mode’.
• Session Extended Mode—Defines the byte for the Mode 10 diagnostic session ‘Extended Mode’.
• Session Program Mode—Defines the byte for the Mode 10 diagnostic session ‘Program Mode’.
• Tester Ident—Designates the identifier for tester originated CAN messages.
• Tester Present Parameter—Specifies tester present command.
• Time Out (Tester Present Message)
• VID Address PID—PID sent to retrieve VID.
• VID Block Size—Specifies the size of the VID block.
• VID Start Address—Specifies the memory address for the start of the VID block.

A1.2 Module – OBD Codes

The Read DTC tab displays the OBD fault codes database for the selected module. It allows the definition and editing of the
OBD fault codes. The section is controlled by the icons along the top of the window, which allows codes to be added or
deleted and changes to be committed to the library or cancelled. The current codes can also be edited for Fault ID, ODB Code
and the Description.
Any OBD codes imported from a description file will also be stored in this database

A1.3 Module – Freeze Frames

This tab displays the Freeze Frame database for the selected module. It allows the definition and editing of the Freeze Frame
data identifiers. The section is controlled by the icons along the top of the window. They allow the creation and deletion of
identifiers and also any editing changes to be committed to the library or cancelled—identifiers can be edited for Ident, Label
and Units.
Filter:


Ident—Filters the Ident types to be edited. Types can be added or deleted.

Settings:







Byte Order—Drop down menu selects the order of the item data bytes within a CAN message.
Byte Position—Designates the position of the data byte in the message.
Data Type—Designates the data type for the Ident.
Formula Type—Drop down menu selects the type of formula to be applied to the data.
Formula—Specifies any formulation to be applied to the data.
Precision—Displayed decimal places.

A1.4 Module—DTC Sensor State

This tab displays the DTC Sensor State database. These codes determine the nature of the fault of any sensors reported in
the DTCs. It allows the designation and editing of sensor states. The section is controlled by the icons along the top of the
window. They allow values to be added or deleted and any changes committed to the library or cancelled. The value and the
test description columns can be edited. The bottom of the window also contains a description section which allows more
detail to be added to each state.

A1.5 Module—Routines

This tab displays the Routines database for the selected module. Any Routines imported from a description file will also be
stored in this database. It allows routines to be edited and is controlled by the icons along the top of the window. They allow
routines to be added or deleted and any changes to be committed to the library or cancelled. The Routines can be edited and
the window also includes a description panel to allow more detail to be added to each routine.
The right hand section of panel contains three tabs—Start, Stop and Result. These tabs are used to list the results from the
running of the routines.

A1.6 Module—PIDs
This section displays the PID database for the selected module. It allows the editing of the Periodic Identifiers and is
controlled by the icons along the top of the window. The PIDs can be added or deleted and any changes committed to the
library or cancelled. The window also contains a descriptions pane which allows more detail to be added to each PID.

Filter by Mode:


Mode—Drop down menu Selects the PIDs to be edited from the different diagnostic Modes which utilise.

Settings:








Byte Order—Allows the selection of which of the data bytes comes first.
Byte Position—Designates the position of the data byte in the message.
Data Type—Specifies the data type for each PID.
Formula Type—Selects the type of formula to be applied to the data.
MSBit Position—Specifies location of first data bit.
Number of bits—Specifies number of bits in data packet.
Precision—Displayed decimal places.

A1.7 Module—Write by ID

This tab displays the database of the identifiers utilised by Mode 0x2E. Any identifiers imported from description files will
also be stored here. It allows the editing of the identifiers and is controlled by the icons along the top of the window. The
identifiers can be added or deleted and any changes committed to the library or cancelled. The window also contains a
descriptions pane which allows more detail to be added to each Ident.
Filter by Ident:


Ident—Allows the identifiers to be displayed by type.

Settings:









Byte Order—Allows the selection of which of the data bytes comes first.
Byte Position—Designates the position of the data byte in the message.
Data Type—Specifies the data type for each PID.
Formula Type—Selects the type of formula to be applied to the data.
Formula—Specifies any formulation to be applied to the data.
Precision—Displayed decimal places.
Reverse Formula—Specifies the reverse formula if applicable.
Size—Designates the size of the data.

A1.8 Module—Signals

This tab displays the Signals database for the selected module. Any signals imported from description files will be stored
here. The panel also contains an ‘Import’ feature button. It allows the import of further CAN/LIN signals as in Section 7.2.
Filter:




Ident—Provides a search by Ident facility.
Signal—Provides a search by signal name facility.
CAN/LIN Signals

Settings:

















Bit Count— Number of bits within the bytes.
Byte Count—Number of bytes.
Byte Order—Endian settings.
Data Type—Drop-down menu selects data type.
Description—Allows a short description.
Formula Type—Drop-down menu selects formula type.
Formula—Specifies a formula if applicable.
Ident—Specifies signal CAN/LIN ident.
Maximum
Memory Representation:
Minimum
Offset—Specifies any value offset.
Scale—Specifies any applied scaling.
Signal—Signal name.
Start Bit—Location of first data bit.
Units

A1.9 Module—Addresses

This section displays the Addresses database for the selected module. Any addresses imported from .A2L files will be stored
here.
Filter:



Address—Allows searching by specific address.
Label—Allows searching by address label.

Settings:


















Bit Count—Number of bits within the bytes.
Bit Mask—
Byte Count—Number of bytes.
Byte Order—Endian settings.
Data Type—Drop down menu selects data type.
Description—Extra detail for the selected address.
Formula—Any formula applied to the data.
Ident— Identifier
Label—Address label.
Maximum—Data permissible maximum value.
Memory Representation:
Minimum—Data permissible minimum value.
Precision—Displayed decimal places.
Shift Left—Allows offset.
Shift Right—Allows offset
Start Bit—Location of first data byte.
Unit—Data Units

Appendix 2

Security Manager

The Security Manager tool provides the user with the option to edit or create a security .DLL file, which are required by some
modules to allow security access to some functionality. The Security Manager is accessed by the Security Manager button on
the Settings Tab.

The Security Manager window is shown below.

The window opens with no security library file selected, the tool allows the selection and editing of an existing .dll file or the
creation of a new library.






Algorithm
Description—Allows more detail about the security file to be stored.
Security bytes
Security Level
Title—Specifies the name of the security library.

Once a security library has been selected or created the option to use features that require security become available.

Appendix 3

Device Manager

This facility is provided to determine the hardware interface devices that the software will use to communicate for CAN or
LIN traffic. . The Device Manager is accessed by the Device Manager button on the Settings Tab.

The Device Manager is shown below.

Communication
Here the interface device for both CAN and LIN communication can be chosen and the selected device settings adjusted.
‘Properties’ Settings:
 CAN Channel—Some interface devices support more than one connection, this allows the selection of the required
channel.
 Bitrate—Allows specification of the bus speed.

Appendix 4

Preferences

This tool provides the user with the ability to customise a number of elements within the software to personal preference.
The preferences can be accessed by the Preferences button on the Settings Tab.

The Preferences window is shown below.

The window opens with the ‘General’ settings tab open, the tool is navigated by the ‘Current Theme’ panel on the left of the
window. The tool also allows the changes made to the preferences to be saved and recalled by the user when required. This
is done using the icons and drop down menu at the top of the window. Allowing the creation and deletion of preference
library files. The files can also be exported and imported to allow transfer of user preferences between software installations.

A4.1 Dial tab

This section allows the customisation of the dial display, all changes are automatically previewed.





Main Colours—Provides colour options for the font, background, border, scale and caption of the dial.
Layout—Allows selection of the dial sweep angle.
Scale— Allows customisation of the dial scale, including graduation colours.
Needle—Specification of the colour of the pointer and the line as well as length and head size.

A4.2 Scope tab

This section allows the customisation of the Scope.




Main Colours—Allows customisation of display colours for the background, label and axis.
View Options—Selection of default view setting.
Points—Option to show individual data points and the size and shape.

A4.3 Trace tab

Allows customisation of the trace message panel including font and background colour and the maximum line limit of the
trace. All changes are automatically previewed.

A4.4 LED tab

This section allows the customisation of the LED display, all changes are automatically previewed.



Main—Selects the background colour of the display.
Spot Colour—Allows selection of the LED colour.

Appendix 5

Glossary

Terminology

Definition

A2L
CAN
CCP
CSV
DBC
DPV
DTC
EEPROM

ASAM MCD 2 MC-language
Controller Area Network
CAN Calibration Protocol
Comma Separated Values file
CAN Database file
DiaLog Project Vehicles file
Diagnostic Trouble Code
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory

FAT32
IVD
IVS
LIN
LDF
LSB
MSB
OBD
ODX
PID

File Allocation Table 32 bit
Influx Vehicle Data file
Influx Vehicle Structure file
Local Interconnect Network
LIN Database File
Least Significant Byte
Most Significant Byte
On-Board Diagnostics
Open Diagnostics Exchange file
Periodic Identifier

ROB
TXT

ROB Description File
Text file

Appendix 6
01
02
03
04
06

CAN Modes

07
09
0A
10

Current Powertrain Diagnostic Data
Powertrain Freeze Frame Data
Emissions Related Powertrain Diagnostic Trouble Codes
Clear/Reset Emissions Related Diagnostic Information
On-Board Monitoring Test Results for Non-Continuously Monitored
Systems
On-Board Monitoring Test Results for Continuously Monitored Data
Request Vehicle Information
Permanent Status Diagnostic Trouble Codes
Diagnostic Session Control Service

11
14
19
22
23
2C
2E
31
3E
27

ECU Reset
Clear Diagnostic Information
Read Diagnostic Trouble Codes
Read Data by Identifier
Read Memory by Address
Dynamically Define by Data Identifier
Write Data by Identifier
Routine Control
Tester Present
Security Access Service

2A

Read Data by Periodic Identifier

Appendix 7

CAN Definitions

Protocol Control
Information
Name

Symbol

Single Frame

Byte 1
1

Byte 2

Byte 3

N/A

N/A

7 6 5

4 3 2

0

SF

0 0 0

0

DL

First Frame

FF

0 0 0

1

DL high

Consecutive
Frame
Flow Control
Frame

CF

0 0 1

0

SN

N/A

FC

0 0 1

1

FS

BS max

DL

low

N/A
N/A
ST min

· Single Frame (SF) – Protocol for short messages, contained in one frame, includes a length descriptor.
· Data Length (DL) – Encoded in at the beginning of the message, the PCI is not included in the data length
calculation. DL high and DL low encodes the data length for long messages into twelve bits, allowing a message
length of up to 4095 bytes.
· First Frame (FF) – The procedure for starting a long message, to be therefore segmented into multiple frames. It is only
generated once for each long message, by the sender of the segmented transfer.
· Data Length (DL) – DL high and DL low encodes the data length for long messages into twelve bits, allowing a
message length of up to 4095 bytes.
· Flow Control Frame (FC) – Used in a long message to control the Consecutive Frame transmissions. Generated by the
receiver of a long message, it is the response to a First Frame or the last Consecutive Frame.
· Flow Status (FS) – Codes in the PCI of the Flow Control Frame, it instructs the Consecutive Frame transmission, with
two possible values:
* Clear to Send (CTS, 000B) – Resume message transmission, BS max and ST min taken into account by
sender on reception of the Flow Control frame.
* Wait (WT, 001B) – Pause transmission and wait for a CTS FC frame. ECU will only except not generate.
· Block Size (BS max) – Designates the maximum number of Consecutive Frames that are accepted in a block
(between two Flow Control frames.) Possible values:
* 0 – No other Flow Control frame expected, therefore sender free to transmit all the following
Consecutive Frames with the ST min value.
* 1≤BS max≤255
· Separation Time (St min) – Specifies the minimum gap between the transmission of the Consecutive Frames only
and not between the Flow Control frame and the next Consecutive Frame. Units are milliseconds.
· Consecutive Frame (CF) – When sending segmented data in a long message, all frames from sender containing the data are
encoded as Consecutive Frames. On receipt of Consecutive Frames the receiver shall assemble the data bytes until
whole message received.
· Sequence Number (SN) – Designated the Consecutive Frame number in the current block. Used to detect
duplication or loss of Consecutive Frames from a long message.
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